REMINGTON-UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
AND
REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY
PISTOL and REVOLVER
BOX DATING POINTS

MAJOR BOX TYPES FOR PISTOL and REVOLVER
1911-1915

1: BOXES TYPE: 2 PIECE WITH ROUNDED CORNERS

2: BOX COLORS: RED, YELLOW, GREEN, BLUE, BLACK WITH YELLOW MARBLEING, BLUE PLAID ON YELLOW

3: LABEL COLORS: RED PRINT ON YELLOW, BLUE PRINT ON YELLOW BLACK PRINT ON GREEN; BLACK PRINT ON GRAY

4: LOAD INDEX NUMBERS: (USUALLY IN LOWER LEFT CORNER OF THE TOP LABEL) CONSIST OF 2 OR 3 DIGITS SOMETIMES FOLLOWED BY 1 OR 2 LETTERS. EXAMPLES: 81 or 110 or 248A

5: COMPANY NAME:
REMINGTON ARMS-UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
AMMUNITION & FIREARMS
UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE WORKS
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. U.S.A.

BOX EXAMPLES

John Moss Collection  Smokeless Powder

John Moss Collection  Smokeless Powder

John Moss Collection  Smokeless Powder

John Moss Collection  Smokeless Powder
1916-1919

1: BOXES TYPE: 2 PIECE WITH ROUNDED CORNERS

2: BOX COLORS: RED, YELLOW, GREEN, BLACK WITH YELLOW MARBLEING, BLUE PLAID ON YELLOW

3: LABEL COLORS: RED PRINT ON YELLOW, BLUE PRINT ON YELLOW

4: LOAD INDEX NUMBERS: (USUALLY IN LOWER LEFT CORNER OF THE TOP LABEL) CONSIST OF 2 OR 3 DIGITS SOMETIMES FOLLOWED BY 1 OR 2 LETTERS. EXAMPLES: 81 or 110 or 248A

5: COMPANY NAME:
   THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY
   INCORPORATED
   AMMUNITION AND FIREARMS
   UMC BRIDGEPORT WORKS
   BRIDGEPORT, CONN. U.S.A.

BOX EXAMPLES
1920-1925

1: BOXES TYPE:
   (EARLY) 2 PIECE WITH ROUNDED CORNERS
   (LATE) 1 PIECE WITH END FLAPS, THUMB CUTS AND SLIDE OUT TRAY

2: BOX COLORS: RED, YELLOW, BLUE

3: LABEL COLORS: RED PRINT ON YELLOW, BLUE PRINT ON YELLOW
   BLACK PRINT ON BLUE

4: LOAD INDEX NUMBERS: (USUALLY IN LOWER LEFT CORNER
   OF THE TOP LABEL) CONSIST OF 2 OR 3 DIGITS SOMETIMES
   FOLLOWED BY 1 OR 2 LETTERS. EXAMPLES: 81 or 110 or 248A

5: COMPANY NAME:
   THE REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, Inc.
   AMMUNITION AND FIRE ARMS
   UMC BRIDGEPORT WORKS
   NEW YORK BRIDGEPORT, CONN. U.S.A. LONDON
   OR
   THE REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, Inc.
   SUCCESSOR TO
   THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY
   MANUFACTURES OF
   Ammunition and Fire Arms
   UMC BRIDGEPORT WORKS
   NEW YORK BRIDGEPORT, CONN. U.S.A. LONDON
1926-1929

1: BOXES TYPE: 1 PIECE WITH END FLAPS, THUMB CUTS AND SLIDE OUT TRAY

2: BOX COLORS: GREEN WITH RED “KLEANBORE”

3: LOAD INDEX NUMBERS: (USUALLY IN LOWER LEFT CORNER OF THE TOP) CONSIST OF 2 OR 3 DIGITS SOMETIMES FOLLOWED BY 1 OR 2 LETTERS. EXAMPLES: 81 or 110 or 248A

4: COMPANY NAME:
THE REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, Inc.
AMMUNITION AND FIRE ARMS
NEW YORK BRIDGEPORT, CONN. U.S.A. LONDON

All from John Moss Collection

1930-1933

1: BOXES TYPE: 1 PIECE WITH END FLAPS, THUMB CUTS AND SLIDE OUT TRAY

2: BOX COLORS: GREEN WITH RED “KLEANBORE”; OLIVE GREEN; TAN; RED

3: LOAD INDEX NUMBERS: VERTICAL ON LOWER RIGHT CORNER STYLE “Rxxx”. EXAMPLES: R81 or R151

4: COMPANY NAME:
THE REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, Inc.
AMMUNITION AND FIRE ARMS
NEW YORK BRIDGEPORT, CONN. U.S.A. LONDON

All from John Moss Collection
1934-1942

1: BOXES TYPE: 1 PIECE WITH END FLAPS, THUMB CUTS AND SLIDE OUT TRAY

2: BOX COLORS: GREEN AND RED. “KLEANBORE” WITH “REMINGTON” IN A RED CIRCLE & “DuPONT” IN AN OVAL

3: LOAD INDEX NUMBERS: VERTICAL ON LOWER RIGHT CORNER
STYLE “Rxxx”. EXAMPLES: R81 or R151

4: COMPANY NAME: REMINGTON ARMS CO., Inc.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
1946-1960

1: BOXES TYPE: 1 PIECE WITH END FLAPS, THUMB CUTS AND SLIDE OUT TRAY

2: BOX COLORS: GREEN AND RED. “KLEANBORE” WITH “REMINGTON” IN A RED CIRCLE & “DuPONT” IN AN OVAL

3: LOAD INDEX NUMBERS: VERTICAL ON LOWER RIGHT CORNER
   STYLE “XXXX”. EXAMPLES: 5138 or 6645
   FIRST TWO NUMBERS ARE THE LOAD TYPE
   LAST TWO NUMBERS ARE THE CALIBER

4: COMPANY NAME:
   REMINGTON ARMS CO., Inc.
   BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

1961-1961

1: BOXES TYPE: 1 PIECE WITH END FLAPS AND SLIDE OUT TRAY

2: BOX COLORS: GREEN AND WHITE. “REMINGTON” IN A RED BANNER AND A LARGE WHITE “R”
   NO “WARNING-KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN”

3: LOAD INDEX NUMBERS: LOCATED ON END FLAP
   STYLE “XXXX”. EXAMPLES: 5138 or 6645
   FIRST TWO NUMBERS ARE THE LOAD TYPE
   LAST TWO NUMBERS ARE THE CALIBER

4: COMPANY NAME:
   REMINGTON ARMS CO., Inc.
   BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
1962-1963
1: BOXES TYPE: 1 PIECE WITH END FLAPS AND SLIDE OUT TRAY

2: BOX COLORS: GREEN AND WHITE. “REMINGTON” IN A RED BANNER AND A LARGE WHITE “R” “WARNING-KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN” BOXED ON UPPER LEFT HAND TOP CORNER

3: LOAD INDEX NUMBERS: LOCATED ON END FLAP STYLE “XXXX”. EXAMPLES: 5138 or 6645 FIRST TWO NUMBERS ARE THE LOAD TYPE LAST TWO NUMBERS ARE THE CALIBER

4: COMPANY NAME:
REMINGTON ARMS CO., Inc.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN

John Moss Collection

1964-1973
1: BOXES TYPE: 1 PIECE WITH END FLAPS AND SLIDE OUT TRAY

2: BOX COLORS: GREEN AND WHITE. “REMINGTON” IN A RED BANNER AND A LARGE WHITE “R” “WARNING-KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN” BOXED ON UPPER RIGHT HAND CORNER OR ACROSS THE BOTTOM OF THE FRONT PANEL

3: LOAD INDEX NUMBERS: LOCATED ON END FLAP STYLE “XXXX”. EXAMPLES: 5138 or 6645 FIRST TWO NUMBERS ARE THE LOAD TYPE LAST TWO NUMBERS ARE THE CALIBER

4: COMPANY NAME:
REMINGTON ARMS CO., Inc.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN

John Moss Collection
1974-1984

1: BOXES TYPE:  1 PIECE WITH END FLAPS AND SLIDE OUT TRAY

2: BOX COLORS: GREEN AND YELLOW. WHITE “REMINGTON” AND “HIGH VELOCITY” ON THE FRONT “DuPONT” ON SIDE PANEL


4: COMPANY NAME:
   REMINGTON ARMS CO., Inc.
   BRIDGEPORT, CONN 06602
1985-1992

1: BOXES TYPE: 1 PIECE WITH END FLAPS AND SLIDE OUT TRAY

2: BOX COLORS: GREEN AND YELLOW. WHITE “REMINGTON” AND “HIGH VELOCITY” ON THE FRONT “DuPONT” ON SIDE PANEL

3: LOAD INDEX NUMBERS: LOCATED ON END FLAP
STYLE “RxxxxW1”. EXAMPLES: R308W1 or R375M2
“R” FOR REMINGTON FOLLOWED BY THE CALIBER
THE LETTER IS THE FIRST LETTER OF WORD FOLLOWING THE CALIBER IN THE NAME: W=WINCHESTER,
M=MAGNUM; SV=SAVAGE.
THE LAST NUMBER IS THE BULLET TYPE

4: COMPANY NAME:
REMINGTON ARMS CO., Inc.
LONOKE, ARKANSAS 72086
1993-1996

1: BOXES TYPE: 1 PIECE WITH END FLAPS AND SLIDE OUT TRAY

2: BOX COLORS: GREEN AND YELLOW. WHITE “REMINGTON” AND “HIGH VELOCITY” ON THE FRONT NO “DuPONT” ON SIDE PANEL (DuPONT SOLD REMINGTON))


4: COMPANY NAME:
REMINGTON ARMS CO., Inc.
LONOKE, ARKANSAS 72086
1997-2009

BOXES TYPE: 1 PIECE WITH END FLAPS AND SLIDE OUT TRAY

BOX COLORS: VARIOUS--SEE PICTURES

LOAD INDEX NUMBERS: LOCATED ON END FLAP

STYLE “RxxxxW1”. EXAMPLES: R308W1 or R375M2

“R” FOR REMINGTON FOLLOWED BY THE CALIBER

THE LETTER IS THE FIRST LETTER OF WORD FOLLOWING

THE CALIBER IN THE NAME: W=WINCHESTER,

M=MAGNUM; SV=Savage.

THE LAST NUMBER IS THE BULLET TYPE

COMPANY NAME:

REMINGTON ARMS CO., Inc.

LONOKE, ARKANSAS 72086
GENERIC “UMC” BRAND  
PISTOL and REVOLVER  
1987-2009  

: BOXES TYPE: 1 PIECE WITH END FLAPS AND SLIDE OUT TRAY  

2: BOX COLORS: VARIOUS--SEE PICTURES  

3: LOAD INDEX NUMBERS: LOCATED ON END FLAP  
STYLE “RxxxxW1”. EXAMPLES: R308W1 or R375M2  
“R” FOR REMINGTON FOLLOWED BY THE CALIBER  
THE LETTER IS THE FIRST LETTER OF WORD FOLLOWING  
THE CALIBER IN THE NAME: W=WINCHESTER,  
M=MAGNUM; SV=Savage; ETC.  
THE LAST NUMBER IS THE BULLET TYPE  

4: COMPANY NAME:  
REMINGTON ARMS CO., Inc.  
LONOKE, ARKANSAS 72086  

Introduced circa 1987  
Introduced circa 2004  
Introduced circa 2004  
Introduced circa 2004  

Introduced circa 2005  
Introduced circa 2005  
Introduced circa 2004